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C mon Kids - The Boo Radleys

Writen by Martin Carr
>From the album "C mon Kids" CRECD and the single "C mon Kids" CRESCD 236

Transcribed by Ben Smith (ben.ufton@pop3.hiway.co.uk)

Play Ei at fret 0 and Eii at fret 12 one octave up

Intro:
C mon Kids!
Eii (Hammer on 4th and 5th strings) repeat x8
[tab]B
Verse 1:[/tab]
[tab]Ei               A
C mon kids don t do yourself down[/tab]
[tab]B                         A         B
Throw out your arms for a new sound[/tab]
[tab]Ei             A
Pretty face it don t mean a thing[/tab]
[tab]   B                    A          B
If you look the same as your crowd[/tab]

Chorus:
[tab]C#m                                  F#m
I know, I know, I know, I know, it s hard to do[/tab]
[tab]    G            A
But have we ever let you down?[/tab]
[tab]   B                                  D
So c mon, c mon, c mon, c mon, c mon, c mon, c mon, c mon. C mon Kids![/tab]

Verse 2:
Work all day it don t mean a thing
With the sun always outside your window
Fuck the ones who tell you that life
Is mearly a time before dying

Chorus



Verse 3:
Look for the box and find what s inside
You ll never find out till you have done
And fuck the ones who tell you that life
Is mearly a time before dying

Repeat chorus uptil "Have we ever let you down?"

[tab]G A Bb C  D  C  Bb A G
C mon, C mon, C mon - C MON KIDS![/tab]

Play intro to end


